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Catalyst Event Report on
Do we need health education research?
Macron Stadium, Bolton, Wednesday 20th January 2016

Purpose
This event brought together a range of people from diverse backgrounds across the
North West of England who have an interest health education research.
It is hoped the event allowed attendees to grow their networks and begin collaborative
work across their organizations, with a view to developing innovative ideas that have the
potential to be developed into bids for research funding.
The event was conducted using a forum known as ‘Open Space’. The method is designed to enable
people with mutual interests to meet and progress ideas in a short period of time. Participants have
control over what is discussed and can choose to include themselves in various forums generated on
the day. At the conclusion of the various forums, decisions are made about outcomes and further steps
to progress them. Participants are expected to contribute further via the networks developed on the
day.
To support the development of new networks and to grow the community of health education researchers, a Google Plus community has been set up and everyone from the day invited to join. This digital
platform allows conversations to continue after the event and for networks and collaborations to continue to form.
A summary of the day and details of the Open Space discussions, including the names of participants
and those expressing an interest in being contacted at a later date, form the basis of this workshop
summary.
The discussions are not presented in any particular order and do not reflect the popularity or the merit
of the research themes. Some themes are closely interlinked and could be collated.
A live animation was also created on the day using the voices of the people attending and the key
themes of the conversations. The artists were able to show the draft animation at the end of the event.
The final version of the animation which is an excellent summary of the day can be seen here :
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0pV-mUUcmqM&feature=youtu.be
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Workshop Summary
Presentations
Dr Stuart Eglin, Director of NHS Research and Development North West, introduced the day and
went through the concept of the Catalyst event and how it was a highly participatory event. He stated that everybody attending the event had an interest in health education research and all would
have something to contribute. Stuart introduced the next speakers, Professor Ged Byrne, Director of
Education and Quality for Health Education England (North) and Professor Tim Swanwick Postgraduate Dean, HEE NC&E London.

Professor Ged Byrne, Director of Education and Quality for
Health Education England (North)
Professor Byrne introduced the topic of Health Education Research by expressing his passion for the
subject and a desire to see the community of health education scholars grow. He explained that the
biggest problem facing health care today is workforce and the need to increase the numbers of
health care workers across the world. Professor Byrne explained how the current medicalised system is becoming outdated and that the future of healthcare is moving towards one where the population manages its own health. He talked about the mythical or fabulous beast of the future health
care worker who would be highly adaptable and able to flex across environments and disciplines.
In order to develop the health care worker of the future we need a health education research community who understand how workforce development, adult life long learning and modelling of
teaching and clinical environments works. Health Education England recognises the paucity of literature in this field and will be launching a peer reviewed journal in 2016/17 focusing on these subjects.
Professor Byrne concluded his presentation by saying that education is the key to workforce transformation and health education research is the underpinning discipline to make it happen

Professor Tim Swanwick Postgraduate Dean, HEE NC&E London.
Professor Swanwick gave an engaging presentation challenging
everyone to think about whether we needed health education research, what the purpose of health education research is and emphasized the importance of developing an evidence base for learning in healthcare.
The presentation concluded with some thoughtful questions about
whether health education makes a difference to patient care and
what significant influence does it have.
Here is the link to Tim’s presentation:
http://www.slideshare.net/NHSNWRD/professor-tim-swanwick
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Convenor Reports
Group 1 ,Topic of Debate: Evaluation vs rigorous research methodology
Convenor name: Susan Beaton
Participants: Jane Garner, Jo Hart, Jenna Bardsley, Lucie Byrne Davies, Linda Sutcliffe, Julie Robinson
Key points from discussion:


Need for multi organizations research/ collaboration



Is it research if not published/ publishable?



What are the reasons why evaluation cannot be robust research



Metasynthesis of qualitative work



Scholarship?



Series of steps: thoughts/expertise/ethics/networking

Next steps:


Building on todays outcomes



Networking with colleagues

‘’Open space idea is
fascinating, fun,
energetic and
thought provoking’’
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Group 2,Topic of Debate: Admission strategies for under graduate courses- will they be able to
Deliver the ’mythical beast’ healthcare worker of the future in particular people who can be
effective clinical educators?
Convenor name: Helen McNeil / Karen Rouse
Participants: Maddy Murdoch, Helen Cameron, Jean Mason-Mitchell
Key points from discussion:


Will the professional bodies educational standards deliver the ‘mythical beast’ clinician of the future and in particular will they deliver clinicians who can be good clinical educators?



Do undergraduates see themselves as future educators when their main focus is their qualifications? How can we nurture educator skills early?



What qualities should we look for when admitting candidates onto under graduate health courses?



Should we consider a module in under graduate courses, award clinical education? A more explicit thread running from admissions – curriculum – post graduate path.



Are the core values we are looking for the same in a clinician and an educator?



Should we market the need for skills as educators as part of the recruitment process?



Do undergraduates on healthcare courses see themselves as the educators of the future?



What personal qualities and values are needed for a good educator, and are they the
same as those needed for a good clinician?

Next steps:


Thread running through curricula to promote the development of clinical educators



Look to professional standards – do they deliver educational skills?

Very interesting day, great to network and share
ideas. Hope everyone engages with the google +
community. Open space is a new experience for
me.
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Group 3, Topic of debate: Impact (Research)
Convenor name: Tim Dornan
Participants: Cathy Sherratt, Clare Austin, Rachel Isba, Claire Lindsay, Kenneth Barnsley, Clare Inkster, Michelle Brennan,
Key points from discussion:


‘Impact’ is on populations and people who form them



Research should enhance social justice



Policy leaders are the people we should seek to impact



Having impact means breaking down the boundaries between people

Next steps: None recorded
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Group 4, Topic of debate: How do we encourage newcomers into health education research?
Convenor name: Hamish Thampy
Participants: Jeremy Brown, Stevie Agius, Michaela Higginson, Jacklyn Pickup, Karen Groves, James
Bunn
Key points from discussion:


Identify career pathways for health education researchers – lessons to be learned.



Funding for practioners to get involved



Opportunities for research training at early stage – education research very new to clinicians



Journals – importance to support with publishing for junior researchers



Work of importance to practitoners research does not always fit well with theory – driven journals.

Next steps: None recorded
Group 5, Topic of debate: How to develop communities of practice for innovation, research and
evidence
Covenor name: Jackie Leigh
Participants: Kyle Charnley, Jacklyn Pickup
Key points from discussion:


Supporting staff at the beginning of their journey, felt its important, we all have to start at the
beginning.



How to share information and building a community of practice, what forms for sharing/ country
wide?



Should the preceptorship be part of the curriculum? It needs to be more innovative, should it
start before training finishes?



How do we evidence base what is absorbed, predominately tick boxes, however are they effective in practice ‘what makes a good nurse?’ how do we assess this?



Graduated supervision levels as they progress through training to allow for more exposure to
make for easier transition from student to nurse.



Survey nurses 6/12 months for feedback to ascertain what would have been useful to know



The need for research on mentorship

Next steps: None recorded
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Group 6, Topic of debate: Drawing the mythical beast
Convenor name: Alistair Cockcroft
Participants: Ken Croft, Claire Lindsey, Doug Corfield, Georgina Ritchie, Rob Young, Helen
Cameron, Ian Pettigrew, Helen Rouse
Key points from discussion:


Is the NHS ready? Are we too focused on visual governance? Are people ready to step outside
boundaries? Are we supported to do this?



How do we create generic workforce when it takes 15 years to specialize? Focus on shared characteristics



Need to skill up the generalists and hand over power to them. Leaders to share learning not be
sole expert



Equip them to breakdown silos. Put patient at heart of all processes



Is the learning beast a ‘myth?’ Is it a cut force change that’s needed?



Do we need to re introduce service interaction between professionals?



Need to have leadership skills as well as technical



Need to have fluidity in roles



Need a shared understanding of what we’re all working towards e.g. good health in hospice.

Next steps:


Incorporate inter professional collaboration within curriculums. Identify the measure to prove or
disprove this works



Find out who’s already doing this and publicizing, what’s working – empower people to share success stories.

Great day, democratic process,
invigorating and creative,
looking forward to next steps
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Group 7, Topic of debate: How do we learn best from different sectors/countries?
Convenor name: Vajramudita
Participants: Jenna Bardsley, Doug Corfield, James Bunn, Sam Campbell, Michelle Brennan, John Gale,
Roger Harrison, Lesley Briscoe, Tim Dornan
Keys points from discussion:


It is good and helpful to learn from other countries/ sectors and organizations



Adverse clinical events from aerospace industry – context. E.g. Canadian examples intern comms
development and students



Managing uncertainty



Putting learning into context – culture. Using it as a mirror and industry, a&e department



Sometimes learning abroad helps the appreciation of the NHS



How do teach being adverse and innovative



Dealing with uncertainty



Developing and supporting our mentors and coaches – supervision.

Next steps: None recorded

‘’The day was fantastic and
loved talking to other
researchers, met some
amazing people, thank you!
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Group 8, Topic of debate: Is health education research a discipline or a disease?
Convenor name: Lucie Byrne- Davies
Participants: Rachel Isba, Susan Beaton, Linda Sutcliffe,
Key points from discussion:


We don’t want a silo – but maybe we do if the silo is useful e.g. clinical supervision



Holisitic approach to methods that match the research questions – so more ‘disease’ than discipline.



Partnerships between health and education provides opportunity for funding and opportunity for
impact and to measure impact.



Do we know what the right questions are that will if answered positively improve health outcomes?



Lets start doing some needs assessments (with the ‘users’ of our research!) Narrow group e.g.
Greater Manchester nurses – what do commissioners and providers of education need to create a fit
for purpose nursing workforce



Health Education research is more a disease because disciplines answer their own questions with
own methods. We want to answer questions that matter to the users of our research – impact not
interest



If we do this more likely to get funding and more likely to have impact. Others get funding for research like this.



We need to know the potential, users need to know what are their questions? Needs assessment in
defined areas e.g. Great Manchester workforce

Next steps: None recorded
Group 9: Topic of debate: A journal for HEE
Convenor name: Tim Swanwick
Participants: Jo Hart, Colin Melville, Jeremy Brown, Karen Groves, Michaela Higginson, Jackie Leigh
Key points from discussion:


Building a community (policy makers, practitioners) intra – organizational, international



Finding themes that resonate across health professions



Good ideas as topics, academic rigour v career progression



Dynamic build up of an idea (across professions) work in progress



Needs to be different, needs to become a habit/ routine, should it be a ‘journal?’

Next steps: None recorded
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Group 10: Topic of debate: Preceptorship – specific v generic programmes, how do we do assure quality?
Convenor name: Jean Mason-Mitchell
Participants: Imelda Mayor
Key points from discussion:


Programmes of preceptorship nurses, midwives, AHP’S currently adhoc – local led. Is this robust?
Who decides what? / what is it based on?



Current argument for generic programmes specific elements per discipline (still currently left locally)



Issues when considering NMC v other regularatory bodies.



Should programmes be national rather than local/ regional



How can equality be assured from trust to trust in the light of current funding streams.



How do we assure quality of the individual



Preceptors i.e. their ability to facilitate/ teach – currently no formal training/ assessment or review.

Next steps:


Audit of funding, appropriate use



Agree robust national ‘generic programme’ specific competence for each discipline based on evidence. Identify the gaps for each discipline to enable the development of discipline specific programmes and introduce modules as part of curriculum.



What is required/ why/ agree date to review and update ‘module’
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Group 11: Topic of debate: Do curricula prepare for working in healthcare as a constituent of the
workforce
Convenor name: Colin Melville
Participants: Della Fish, Doug Corfield, Veronica Kennedy, Vajramudita Armstrong
Key points from discussion:


Know who they are, not just what they do –KSA current curricula designed an outputs not internalized to the person.



What are the core values to prepare a student to be a doctor?



Is foundation training about having a curriculum or understanding how to be a doctor in practice

Key points: none recorded
Group 12: Topic of debate: Raising the value of the qualitative research and its efficiency in informing clinicial practice and further direction of health education
Convenor name: Linda Sutcliffe
Participants: Jenna Bardsley, Julia Robinson
Key points from discussion:


Influencing cultural change within health organisations



Patient voices should set the question for investigation rather than the researcher

Next steps: None recorded

‘’Love the open space format, great to
Meet new people and good to have time to
Think’’
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Group 13: Topic of debate: What factors enable people to develop good quality educational research?
Convenor name: Dianne Burns
Participants: Lucie Byrne- Davies
Key points from discussion:


Identified several potential strategies to develop good quality research however need to develop
evidence base



Functional role modeling and coaching



Focused educational research groups with specific interests (e.g. clinical learning environments, e
learning strategy)



Specific measuring outcomes of being research active (i.e TEF promotional)

Next steps:
Develop good quality research studies which aim to evaluate proposed interventions
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Group 14: Topic of debate: Education at the time of need/ performance support/ accessing support in
time of need (bite size learning)
Convenor name: Alistair Cockcroft and Roger Harrison
Participants: Imelda Mayor, Paula Wheeler, Ian Pettigrew, Ken Croft
Key points from discussion:


Accessibility of learning support services



‘Open badges’ – credits – use to help create adaptable workforce



Building communities to share learning – use existing platform e.g. twitter



‘On time learning’



The gap between ‘the art of the possibe’ and actually



IDEO – rapid prototyping



Open education research – future leaner



Breaking down organizational/ infrastructure barriers



Learning collaboration between learner/ provider



Adaptable learners – is it our role to develop learners to be effective learners?



What can we do now? Technology is out there



Apply CPD



Tools and resources ‘slack’ channels, charity learning consortium



Need to incorporate gaming principles ‘candy crush learning’



Learning only happens when people need/want to learn

Next steps:


Trial open badges for learning



Connect with each other on twitter?

‘’Animations were
fab!’’
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Group 15: Topic of debate: How can transformation through education be captured?
Convenor name: Lesley Briscoe
Participants: John Gale, Jacqueline Leigh, Georgina Ritchie, Kyle Charnley, Sam Campbell, Graham Lamont
Key points from discussion:



Misunderstanding about what we focus on in relation to transformation and who we should focus on



Not look in one particular area, cohesion across a community



Don’t isolate education from practice – they inform each other



Difference in transformation emerges from the student



Measuring is impossible



Individual team organization client framework



Policy hundred act of faith



Change impact to the individual



What is transformation? Narrative is one way, narrative of the intervention



Focus on the teachers,



How do clients inform the transformation?

Next steps: none recorded
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Group 16, Topic of debate: Education and what we mean by it
Convenor name: Della Fish and Clare Inkster
Participants: Cathy Sherratt, Sam Campbell, Graham Lamont, James Bunn, Michelle Brennan, Linda
De Cossart
Key points from discussion:


Focus on education has to be emancipation of learner within the professional role. Space needs to
be made for clinical practice



Emancipate teachers from being a slave to the curriculum



Include anthology – development of the ‘being’ of individuality of each professional.



Hidden curriculum needs to be made explicit.



Develop habits of the profession in new recruits and these should be in the interests of better patient care.



Curriculum needs to encourage the investigation of values and beliefs.



‘Adult education’ is a blight on professional education – needs to look at education theory and
ways of doing things.

Next steps:


It would be interesting (and very valuable) to investigate this in current practice and looking at
ways of making this an important teaching activity.
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Group 17, Topic of debate: Embed research into practice
Convenor name: John Sanders
Participants: Clare Inkster, Diane Burns, Helen McNeil, Maddy Murdoch, Stevie Agius
Key points from discussion:


Common frustration



How can we provide reason that is ‘useful knowledge’ for practice?



Organizational plans in leadership



Need to make receptive to new ideas



Make research more accessible



Need for transdisciplinary approach to medical education research



Closing the loop



Scholarship versus research

Next steps:


Increase awareness of getting into practice research by action research etc – journals/ commissions



Identify wicked problems through stakeholders to inform research



Research methods for complex interventions



Networking - not just NHS with key stakeholders to identify priorities



Increasing collaboration with a pragmatic approach
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Summary
This summary is for the purposes outlined at the outset; that is to make notes of the dialogue and to
circulate this to the participants as a reminder of discussions and to locate individuals who
were involved or who have since expressed an interest to be kept informed.
There are several themes common across the different groups. These include: growing networks and developing a community of practice in health education research, ensuring quality
of educators and trainers in health and consideration of what is the best approach/research
methodology in health education research.
It is also suggested, to further increase the success of the event that those who want to lead research
could provide a short summary to be sent to attendees of the event in case any of the research ideas
were missed on the day.

Next steps
The Event Report will be circulated to participants and other interested parties. It will also be available to
the general public on our website and posted on the Google Plus page for ongoing discussion. Contact
details can also be circulated to Discussion Convenors on request to facilitate the further development of
the proposals outlined. NHS R & D North West may contact Discussion Convenors to ascertain what additional support is required to maintain momentum and track progress of bid development / successful
application for research funding.
NHS R&D North West would appreciate on going feedback with regards to the progress of any of the
issues raised on the day from any of the people who attended the event even if they were not a convenor. It is hoped that all attendees will join the Google plus community and continue to share any progress.
Thank you to everyone who attended on the day and contributed to all the discussions detailed in this
report and a big thank you too all convenors for raising their question.
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Feedback cards


Thank you for impressive organization of the day, look forward to the journey. Learnt
some new things and appreciated respectful delegates. Hope that leaders will engage
to support the democratic process.



Great learning experience – perhaps round tables could have pedestals for discussion
which would make moving around groups easier



Enjoyed the opportunity to interact and be pro active. Open space was a good experience. The
journey ahead is daunting – to have this from open ended discussion to do able and systematic research.
Very interesting day, great to network and share ideas. Hope everyone engages with
the google + community. Open space is a new experience for me. Didn’t get to be a bee or
butterfly as discussions were too interesting to leave, thank you and lovely hospitality.


Open space idea is fascinating, fun, energetic, thought provoking, enthusiastic, exciting, possibilities and opportunities opening up, well facilitated and animations were fab.



Interesting event, new to open space and enlightening, thanks



First session I have attended with HENW, enjoyed the day and feel it ran well and well facilitated.



Great methodology, enthusiastically managed and definitely worth attending.



Great day, democratic process, invigorating and creative, looking forward to next steps



Fantastic event, really looking forward to future events!



The day was fantastic and loved talking to other researchers, met some amazing
people, thank you!



Informal, pleasant atmosphere, conducive to sharing information. Use of open space, animation
and novel was innovative. Good opportunity to identify areas for research and to impact on clinical
outcomes in long term.



Great start to what is hopefully going to be an innovative journey as a community of practice.
Inspiring day, lots of great ideas, need to think about the next steps and how to keep the
momentum going, thank you!


Really enjoyed the open space experience, I appreciated the opportunity to engage in
two different table conversations plus lots of other conversations outside of the table discussions, I learnt a lot through talking to people, looking forward to being part of the community.
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